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ABSTRACT
The FlexRay protocol [4] is likely to be the de facto standard
for automotive communication systems. Hence, there is a
need to provide hard performance guarantees on properties
like worst case response times of messages, their buffer requirements, end-to-end latency (for example, from sensor to
actuator), etc., for FlexRay based systems. The paper [11]
provides an analysis for finding worst case response times
of the messages transmitted on the FlexRay bus, but the
analysis is done using ILP formulation and is thus computationally expensive. The paper [5] models the FlexRay in
the analytic framework of Real-Time Calculus [12, 3] and
is compositional as well as scalable. In this paper, we show
that the analysis of [5] may lead to results that are over optimistic; in particular, we show that obtaining the “upper
service curves” is not trivial and does not follow the reasoning of the “lower service curves” which the authors obtain.
We also provide tighter “lower service curves” than that of
[5]. Finally we show that our model allows the messages to
be of variable size which is not the case with [5].

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3 [Special-purpose and application-based systems]:
Real-time and embedded systems; C.4 [Performance of
systems]: Design studies and modeling techniques

General Terms
Performance, Design

Keywords
FlexRay, Real-Time Calculus

1.

INTRODUCTION

The constraints imposed by application requirements in
the automotive domain lead to complex distributed architectures consisting of multiple electronic control units (ECUs)
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communicating via a bus. Applications are partitioned into
tasks mapped onto different ECUs with message passing
between these tasks. Modern high-end cars may contain
around 70 ECUs with up to 2500 messages for communication between them [5], which leads to bus-based system.
This has led to the development of several communication
protocols like CAN [2], LIN [10], etc.
Communication protocols are broadly classified as timetriggered (message triggered at specific moments) or event
triggered (message triggered by some event). The main disadvantage of time-triggered protocols like TTP [8] is the
lack of flexibility and lower bandwidth utilization, especially
for aperiodic messages, but they have the advantage of predictability. On the other hand, event-triggered protocols
are more flexible and have high bandwidth utilization. But
the analysis of event-triggered protocols is difficult without
making pessimistic assumptions as they are dynamic, due
to which they pose a challenge for safety-critical systems
which require hard bounds on properties like message response time, buffer requirements, end-to-end delay, etc.
Therefore, there is now growing interest in hybrid protocols such as TTCAN [9], Byteflight [7] and FlexRay, that
support both time-triggered and event-triggered communications. FlexRay is promoted by a large number of automotive companies and is likely to be the de facto standard
for in-vehicle communication. Hence there has been a lot of
interest in performance analysis of FlexRay based systems.
Related work: The paper [11] formally models the
FlexRay bus i.e., both ST and DYN segments. It propose
the techniques of finding worst case response time of the
event-triggered message mapped on to the DYN segment
using the ILP formulation and this problem is shown to be
similar to bin covering problem, and hence this technique is
computationally expensive. The paper also provides certain
pessimistic heuristics to address the issue of scalability.
Using the framework of Real-Time Calculus (RTC), [5]
presents a compositional analysis of FlexRay based systems,
and it can be used to determine various performance criteria
such as worst-case response time of messages mapped onto
the FlexRay bus, end-to-end delay from sensor to actuator,
buffer requirements for the tasks and messages, etc.
Our contribution: In this paper, we show that the analysis of [5] may lead to overly optimistic results. Particularly,
we show that obtaining the “upper service curves” is not trivial and does not follow the reasoning of the “lower service
curves” which the authors of [5] obtain. We also provide
tighter “lower service curves” than that of [5]. Moreover,
[5] assumes that all the messages are of fixed sizes. But we
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Figure 2: Greedy processing component

Figure 1: FlexRay cycles
empty as m2 has not arrived. Then, m3 is sent.
show that our model allows the messages to be of variable
sizes specified in terms of best case and worst case sizes.
Note that the analysis of the messages mapped onto the ST
segment is known as it is like TDMA, so we discuss how to
analyze DYN messages only in this paper.

2.

THE FLEXRAY PROTOCOL

In this section, we show how the messages generated
by ECUs are transmitted on the FlexRay bus. Note that
throughout the paper, we will consider the system model
and assumptions of [5] which we describe here in brief.
In the FlexRay protocol, each communication cycle is
composed of a ST segment and a DYN segment and such a
cycle is repeated periodically. The lengths of ST and DYN
segments may not be equal but they are fixed across communication cycles during the design phase.
The ST segment consists of a fixed number of equal-length
slots. Each such slot is allocated to a particular message and
a message is allowed to be send only during its allocated
slot. If the message is not ready at the beginning of its
allocated slot, then this slot is empty and other messages
are not allowed to be sent in this slot.
The DYN segment consists of equal-length “minislots”.
Messages mapped onto DYN segment are assigned fixed priorities. At the beginning of the DYN segment, the highest
priority message is allowed to be send. The length of such
message can be arbitrary long but it must fit within one
DYN segment. However, if this message is not ready at the
beginning of the slot, then one minislot goes empty. In either case, the access is then given to a next- highest priority
message, which is sent if it is ready and if it fits into the remaining portion of DYN segment. Otherwise, one minislot
goes empty. This process is repeated for all the messages or
till the end of the DYN segment whichever is early.
As an example, consider the messages ma , mb and mc
mapped onto the ST segment and messages m1 , m2 and m3
(m1 has highest priority) mapped onto the DYN segment.
Figure 1 shows two consecutive FlexRay cycles. The arrival
of the message is shown by a downward arrow. Considering
ST messages, in the first cycle, only ma is sent as it is ready
and the slots corresponding to mb and mc go empty. In
the second cycle, mb and mc are sent. Considering DYN
messages, in the first cycle, m1 arrives just after its turn, so
it is not sent in the first cycle, and one minislot goes empty.
Then, m2 is sent. The message m3 is not sent in the first
cycle as it cannot be accommodated in the remaining DYN
segment. In the second cycle, m1 is sent. One minislot goes

3.

REAL-TIME CALCULUS (RTC)

The key concepts in the framework of Real-Time Calculus [12, 3] are (i) the modeling of the arrival pattern of tasks
(or the event model ) which generates demands on the resources, (ii) the modeling of the service offered by the resources to the tasks (i.e., the resource model ), and (iii) the
component model (processing semantics). It can be used to
derive hard upper and lower bounds of various performance
criteria such as maximum end-to-end delay experienced by
an event stream or buffer requirements.
Arrival Curves: The event model is captured by the
notion of arrival curves. Let R[s, t) be the number of events
that arrive in the time interval [s, t). Then R, the upper
arrival curve αu and the lower arrival curve αl are related by
αl (t−s) ≤ R[s, t) ≤ αu (t−s), ∀s ≤ t with αl (0) = αu (0) = 0.
We write α = [αu , αl ] and call it the arrival curve.
Service curves: The resource model is captured by the
notion of service curves. Let S[s, t) be the number of events
that a resource can service in the time interval [s, t). Then
u
l
S, the upper service curve β and the lower service curve β
l
u
are related by β (t − s) ≤ S[s, t) ≤ β (t − s), ∀s ≤ t with
l
u
u
l
β (0) = β (0) = 0. We write β = [β , β ] and call it the
service curve.
Arrival and service curves can also be described in terms of
the amount of resources, such as the number of processing or
communication cycles, instead of number of events as above.
The resource based service curve β(∆) denotes the resource
units available in any time interval of length ∆. Similarly,
the resource-based arrival curve α(∆) denotes the requests
in terms of resource units that arrive in any time interval of
length ∆.
Greedy Processing Component: In Real-Time Calculus, the greedy processing component (GPC) [3, 13, 6] is
an abstract component that is triggered whenever an event
is available on the input event stream (described by the arrival curve α) and produces a single output event stream
(described by α0 ). At every event arrival, a task is instantiated to process the incoming event. Events are processed
in a greedy fashion in first-in-first-out order, while being restricted by the availability of processing resources described
by the service curve β.
Let E u and E l denote the execution demand in terms
of the maximum and minimum resource units required for
processing one event. Then the GPC can be modeled as:
u

α0u = dmin{(αu ⊗ β )
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where β denotes the remaining service available to process
other event streams , and the workload transformations are
u
l
β = β u /E l , β = β l /E u , αu = E u .αu , and αl = E l .αl . See
[1] for the definitions of ⊗, , ⊗, and . Refer to [3, 13] for
a discussion of these results on the GPC.
The worst case response time WR (time between activation and completion) experienced by any event on the event
stream and the maximum number of events in the input
queue Buffer can be determined as follows [3, 13]:
l

WR ≤ Del (αu , β )
Buffer ≤ Buf (αu , β )
u
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where Del (α , β ) = sup∆≥0 {inf{µ ≥ 0 : α (∆) ≤ β (∆ +
µ)}} and Buf (αu , β l ) = supλ≥0 {αu (λ) − β l (λ)}.
The end-to-end response time r experienced by an event
with upper arrival curve αu that is processed on N consecl
l
utive GPCs with lower service curves β 1 , . . . , β N is [13]:
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FLEXRAY MODEL OF [5]

In this section, we briefly describe the model of FlexRay
given by [5] and in section 4.1, we show that obtaining the
upper service offered to a message is not trivial and does
not follow the reasoning of the lower service given by [5]. In
section 5, we revise the FlexRay model of [5].
Suppose there are n messages m1 , . . . , mn mapped onto
DYN segment (m1 has the highest priority). For now, assume that message mi requires ki minislots. Let the length
of the DYN segment be k minislots (or d time units) and the
length of the communication cycle be p time units. Each
minislot is ms time units long. Assume that β = [β u , β l ]
is the bound on the service (expressed in terms of minislots
in a given time interval) offered by the unloaded DYN segment (i.e., the total service to all DYN messages). We are
interested in finding out βi = [βiu , βil ], which is the service
actually offered to the message mi .
According to [5], to obtain β1l , i.e. the lower service available to the highest priority message m1 mapped onto DYN
segment, β l is transformed using the following steps:
1. Extract k1 minislots during each communication cycle
from β l . Nullify the communication cycles containing
less than k1 minislots. This is to model that in any
communication cycle, at most k1 minislots are available to m1 (as at most one instance of m1 is allowed
to be sent in one DYN segment). See Figure 3(a).
2. Discretize the service obtained from step 1. This is because a message can not straddle two communication
cycles. See Figure 3(a).
3. Shift the service obtained after step 2 by d time units.
This is to model that if a message is ready just after its
turn, it has to wait for the next communication cycle.
See Figure 3(b).
The other properties (like empty minislot) are considered
later.
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Figure 3: (a) Steps 1 and 2 and (b) Step 3 to obtain
β1l [5]

4.1

Discussion on the upper service available
to a message

The paper [5] does not discuss on how to obtain the upper service available to a message. To obtain the upper
service curve, clearly, step 3 as discussed above is not required. However, it is not obvious whether one can obtain
upper service curve using the other two steps. We now show
that the upper service curve obtained by using any of the
following two methods will lead to incorrect results:
• Method 1: use steps 1 and 2 as discussed above
• Method 2: use step 1 only as discussed above
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Note: We defer to the next section the discussion to show
that the lower service curve available to a message given by
[5] results in pessimistic remaining lower service curve, and
we also present a tighter lower service curve than that of [5].
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Consider a system having two ECUs (both use fixed priority preemptive scheduling) and a FlexRay bus as shown in
Figure 4. Task Tx (highest priority) on ECU1 generates message m1 (highest priority) which is mapped onto the DYN
segment of the FlexRay bus. Task Ty (highest priority) on
ECU2 is activated by the reception of m1 . Task Tz on ECU2
is activated by the completion of Ty , which sends message
m2 through DYN segment to task Tv . Suppose the FlexRay
cycle length is 10 time units and the DYN segment length
is 7 time units. Assume that the length of one minislot is 1
time unit. Task Tx on ECU1 is activated periodically with
a period of 21 time units, and Tx requires an execution time
of fixed 3 time units. Task Ty requires an execution time of
fixed 2 units. Assume that the length of one processor cycle
is 1 time unit on both ECUs. The size of m1 is 4 minislots.
Upper service using method 1: We now show the
result of using β1u as obtained using method 1 in the computation of outgoing arrival curves. Let the arrival curve of m1
be α1 = [αu1 , αl1 ], which is periodic with period 21. Figure 5
shows the service curves β1 available to m1 (note that β1u
is calculated using Method 1). The output arrival curve α01
(shown in Figure 6) of m1 is computed by Equations 1 and
2 using α1 and β1 . It can be seen from Figure 6 that αu1 is
incorrect, as it says that in any time interval of less than 4
units, there can be maximum zero messages in the outgoing
message stream, which is incorrect, because a message can
appear at the output any time, i.e., in any interval of time
0+ , there c an be a message at the output. Next, this α0u
1 is
used as the incoming arrival curve for task Ty . Using this α0u
1
for task Ty , the remaining lower service after processing Ty
is shown in Figure 7 which shows that the remaining lower
service curve after processing Ty is also incorrect, because it
shows that in any interval of 2 time units, minimum service
is 2 cycles, which is not the case because in any interval of
2 time units, lower service is 0 as higher priority task Ty
may be occupying the ECU. Thus, we have shown how the
incorrect α10u further introduces errors in the analysis.
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Figure 5: β1 for the example
Upper service using method 2: If we use method 2 for
obtaining the upper service curve β1u , then the upper service
unutilized by m1 (calculated using Eq. 3) comes out to be
incorrect as shown in Figure 8. In reality, in any cycle, either
the entire service available to a message is left unutilized or
it is consumed entirely. But from Figure 8, we see that in the
communication cycle in the interval 10 to 20, only 1 minislot
is unutilized, and thus it is incorrect. Further, this incorrect
service curve will lead to over optimistic analysis when it is
used for obtaining the service available to m2 .

Figure 8: Upper service unutilized by m1

5.

REVISED FLEXRAY MODEL

In this section, we revise the FlexRay model given by [5]
by giving the service curve available to a message.
In contrast to the previous work of [5] in which the messages are assumed to be of fixed sizes, we assume that mi
requires minimum of kil and a maximum of kiu minislots.
We model the DYN message as shown in Figure 9. This
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1. Nullify the communication cycles of βitl containing less
than kiu minislots. Extract kiu minislots from the remaining communication cycles. The resulting curve is
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. See Figure 10(a).
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Figure 9: RTC model for message mi

tl
2. For each increasing segment of the curve βi,1
, discretize
that segment at the point where it starts increasing.
tl
The resulting curve is βi,2
. See Figure 10(a).

model is based upon the fact that the response time of a message consists of a waiting time and a communication time.
The waiting time of a message is the time from its arrival
till it gets access to the bus to start transmission. Figure 1
shows the waiting time for message m3 . The communication
time (minislots required/bus speed) is the time the message
takes for transmission once it occupies the bus.
Thus, there are two GPCs (GPC-W and GPC-C) in the
model of any DYN message.

tl
3. Shift the curve βi,2
by d time units to obtain βil . See
Figure 10(b).
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β1tu
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2k

munication time of mi will be taken into account by GPC-C
whose incoming service curve βF is the “full service” [13]
with the capacity equal to the bandwidth of the FlexRay
bus.
For the highest priority message m1 , β1t = β, where β is
the total service offered by the unloaded DYN segment.
To obtain βil , we apply the following procedure.
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Figure 11: Steps 1 and 2 to obtain β1u according to
our method
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To obtain βiu , we apply the following procedure.

d
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1. Nullify the communication cycles of βitu containing less
than kil minislots. Extract kil minislots from the remaining communication cycles. The resulting curve is
tu
βi,1
. See Figure 11.
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Figure 10: (a) Steps 1 and 2 and (b) Step 3 to obtain
β1l according to our method
Thus, we need to modify the total service available to mi
i.e., βit = [βitu , βitl ] to obtain βi = [βiu , βil ] in such a way that
GPC-W represents only the waiting time of mi . The com-

tu
2. For each increasing segment of the curve βi,1
, discretize
that segment at the point where it starts increasing.
The resulting curve is βiu . See Figure 11.

Now, the worst case response time of the message is calculated using Eq. 7 with the service curves βil and βFl , and
the arrival curve αi .
The service unutilized by mi , βi0 = [βi0u , βi0l ] is obtained
using Eq. 3 and 4. But this service is specific to message mi
[5]. So we apply inverse of steps 2 (make the discrete curve

# minislots

8

6.

α 1u

In this paper, we revised the analysis of the FlexRay DYN
segment given by [5]. The revised analysis also supports
variable length messages. Our technique of separately considering “waiting time” and “transmission time” of the message can be used in the analysis of other similar protocols.
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Figure 12: Upper arrival curve for m1 and lower
service curves (revised and that of DAC07)
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Figure 13: Comparison between unutilized service

sloped) and step 3 (shift the curve by d time units in the
0l
. We apply inverse of
reverse direction) to βi0l to give βi,x
0u
.
step 2 (make the discrete curve sloped) to βi0u to give βi,x
To take into account the property of one empty minislot,
we subtract one minislot from each communication cycle of
0
0
. (If the service is from
(offering > 0 service) to give βi,y
βi,x
∆ =13 to 17, then service would be from 14 to 17 for the
lower curve and it would be from 13 to 16 for the upper
curve).
The service unavailable to mi [5] is βin = [βinu , βinl ] where
tu
nu
(λ)} and βinl (∆) =
βi (∆) = sup0≤λ≤∆ {βitu (λ) − βi,1
tl
tl
sup0≤λ≤∆ {βi (λ) − βi,1 (λ)} (adjust one minislot from the
cycles of βit which could not offer required service).
Now the total service available to the next highest priority
t
0
message mi+1 is βi+1
= βin + βi,y
.
Discussion on the lower service offered to the message: Again consider the system shown in Figure 4. Figure
12 shows the upper arrival curve for m1 and the lower service curve which we derive and that of [5] (note that DAC07
in the figure indicates that the curve is obtained using the
analysis of [5]). It can be seen from this figure that, when
calculating β10l (21), the value of β1l (20) − α1u (20) will be 4,
but β1l (20)(DAC07) − α1u (20) will be 0. This value of β10
0l
0l
will be used in computing β1,x
. Figure 13 shows β1,x
(the
service unutilized by m1 after applying the inverse of step 2
and 3) and also its counterpart obtained using the model of
[5]. It can be shown that m1 can not be present during any
two consecutive cycles. We can see from the Figure 13 that
the unutilized service given by [5] is pessimistic as it shows
that during any two consecutive cycles, m1 could have been
present.
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